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Abstract—Flash memory has been widely adopted in various consumer products for information storage, especially for embedded

systems. With strong demands on product designs for overhead control and performance requirements, vendors must have an

effective design for the mapping of logical block addresses (LBAs) and physical addresses of data over flash memory. This paper

targets such an essential issue by proposing a configurable mapping method that could trade the main-memory overhead with the

system performance under the best needs of vendors. A series of experiments is conducted to provide insights on different

configurations and the proposed method, compared to existing implementations.

Index Terms—Storage management, performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

FLASH memory has now been widely adopted in various
consumer products for information storage because of

its nonvolatile, shock-resistant, and power-economic nat-
ure. There are mainly two types of flash memory with
different features, namely, NOR and NAND flash memory,
as shown in Table 1. NOR flash memory was first
introduced by Intel in 1988 and NAND flash memory was
first introduced by Toshiba in 1989. While NOR flash
memory is more suitable for program execution (due to the
execute-in-place feature and the superior read perfor-
mance), NAND flash memory is better for data storage.
This work targets the design of NAND flash-memory
management systems to allow vendors to trade the main-
memory overhead with the system performance to best fit
their needs.

A NAND flash memory chip is partitioned into blocks,

where each block has a fixed number of pages and each

page has a fixed size. Due to the hardware architecture, data

on a flash memory chip are written in a unit of one page

and no in-place update is allowed. All pages on flash

memory are initially considered to be “free.” When a piece

of data on a page is modified, the new version of the data

must be written on a free page somewhere. The pages that

store old data versions are considered to be “invalid,” while

pages that store the most recent data versions are

considered to be “valid.” The status of a page, such as

“valid” or “free,” is stored in its spare area, while its data is
stored in the data area of the page.1 The mapping of the
LBA (in a unit of one page) and its physical flash-memory
address must be maintained efficiently and dynamically.
Fig. 1 shows an example address translation mechanism for
LBAs and their corresponding pages. The mapping pro-
blem is further complicated by the garbage collection
activity in flash-memory management, in which invalid
pages must be recycled. During garbage collection, the
residing blocks of invalid pages must be erased before their
pages become free again. As a result, data in valid pages
must be copied to other free pages. Such an activity imposes
further challenges on the mapping problem because of the
performance and lifetime issues. The typical erasing limit of
a NAND block is about 1,000,000 and the typical erasing
limit of a NOR block is about 100,000. A worn-out block is
marked as a “bad block” because of reliability problems.

Flash-memory management has been a critical issue in
flash-memory storage system designs. Researchers and
vendors have proposed various excellent designs to over-
come the performance challenges under stringent resource
constraints, e.g., the implementation designs and specifica-
tions from the industry, such as [2], [3], [9], [11], [16]. In
particular, Wu and Zwaenepoel [17] proposed a copy-on-
write scheme and a concept of page remapping to provide a
transparent in-place update. Chang and Kuo [5], [6]
proposed effective LBA mapping methods for multibank
and large-scale flash memory. LBA mapping was also
explored in a large unit, i.e., one block, to save the main-
memory overhead for flash-memory management [14].
While many researchers and vendors provided transparent
services for user applications and file systems to access flash
memory as a block-oriented device, such as [5], [6], [14],
[13], many other researchers considered the implementa-
tions of native flash-memory file systems, such as a
journaling or journaling-like file system [1], [10]. In garbage
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1. The typical size of a spare area is 16 bytes and the typical size of a data
area is 512 bytes. Recently, some kinds of flash memory, e.g., Samsung
K94G08Q0M, do have 2 Kbyte data areas and 64 byte spare areas for storage
systems of a large capacity.
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collection, various excellent works have been done in past

years, e.g., [4], [5], [6], [12], [13], [17].
This paper proposes a configurable mapping method

that could trade the main-memory overhead with the

system performance under the best needs of vendors.

Different from other static configuration implementations,

e.g., FTL and NFTL, the objective of this work is to provide

vendors flexibility to configure their address translation

implementation based on the stringent main-memory space

constraint in the storage of mapping tables. The address

translation mechanism can be tuned up from a fine-grained

one, such as a page-level mapping, to a coarse-grained one,

such as a multiblock-level mapping. The finer the address

translation mechanism is, the larger the table storage is.

With the configurable implementation, vendors can simply

set parameters of the implementation to meet the main-

memory space and performance constraints, instead of code

modifications. A series of experiments is conducted to

provide insights on different configurations and the

proposed method, compared to existing implementations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,

the motivation of this paper is presented. Section 3 presents

CNFTL and its overhead analysis. Section 4 addresses

implementation issues. Section 5 demonstrates the capabil-

ity of CNFTL compared with existing implementations.

Section 6 is the conclusion.

2 MOTIVATION

The mapping methods for flash-memory management

could be roughly partitioned into two types: page-level

address mapping and block-level address mapping [14]. The

main design issue is the trade-off between the runtime

performance and the main-memory space requirements for

housekeeping information. Page-level address mapping

provides a one-to-one and onto mapping between each

LBA and a physical address, such as a tuple (block number,

page number) [5]. An address translation table is usually

stored in the main memory for efficient translation of any

given LBA [5], [15], [17]. Because an LBA could be mapped

to virtually any physical address, each LBA has an entry in

the table such that a moderate-size flash-memory storage

system (e.g., 512 Mbytes) would have a huge size (e.g.,

3 Mbytes) address translation table.

Block-level address mapping is proposed to resolve the

main-memory space requirements problem in page-level

address mapping. Since each block has a fixed number of

pages, an intuitive design of block-level address mapping,

e.g., [14], is done by mapping an LBA to the page with the

corresponding offset in the block (e.g., LBAmod �, where �

is the number of pages per block). Such a design could also

be extended by having flexibility in writing the data of an

LBA to any page in the mapped block, e.g., [14], or having a

one-to-many mapping between an LBA and multiple pages,

e.g., [3]. A well-known one-to-many mapping implementa-

tion NFTL was proposed by Ban and Hasharon [3], in

which each LBA is mapped to a logical block and a logical

block has a chain of physical blocks, i.e., the real blocks in

flash memory. An LBA is mapped to the page with the

corresponding offset in each of the mapped physical blocks.

A write of an LBA would involve a linear search of a free

page in the mapped physical blocks and a read would have

the same overhead. Since the required size of the address

translation table is significantly reduced (e.g., 128 Kbytes

for 512-Mbyte flash memory), similar block-level address

mapping approaches are popular in the industry.
This research is motivated by the needs of a configurable

mapping method for the mapping of LBAs and their

physical addresses. It is not simply because of the needs in

trading the performance and the main-memory space

requirements for housekeeping information. It is also

because different vendors would have different hardware

requirements in implementations, such as the selection of

controllers, main-memory sizes, and even flash-memory

sizes and product sectors. This paper proposes a new kind

of flash translation layer, called Configurable NAND Flash

Translation Layer (CNFTL), which provides a way for

different vendors to tune up the system for their needs.

Furthermore, CNFTL can also be considered for many flash-

memory storage systems that prefer sequential writes, such

as those based on multilevel cell (MLC) flash memory.
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Fig. 1. An address translation mechanism for LBAs and pages.
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3 CONFIGURABLE NAND FLASH TRANSLATION

LAYER

3.1 Overview

In CNFTL, four management units, i.e., cluster, region,
segment, and frame, are introduced to provide configurable
implementations. Cluster is used to manage the logical
space. Region is designed for mapping from the logical
space to the physical space. Segment and frame are
introduced to manage the physical space. Each cluster has
� sectors. It serves as a preferred access size of each read/
write operation, where the access size under NFTL or FTL is
fixed, i.e., a page. (It also helps in the reduction of table
storage.) The LBA space is divided into regions, where a
region consists of � virtual blocks (� � 1). A cluster is
mapped to a region and a virtual block of the region by
some formula. Each virtual block can be mapped to any
physical block of flash memory such that a cluster can be
virtually mapped to any frame of flash memory, where
flash memory is divided into frames. The larger a region is,
the larger the number of virtual blocks to serve as
candidates in garbage collection will be. Under NFTL, each
virtual block can be mapped to a primary (physical) block
and a replacement (physical) block. The set of candidate
blocks for garbage collection is that of the entire flash
memory. In summary, a region is a unit to restrict the
candidate space/overhead in garbage collection, compared
to NFTL or FTL. The region concept (and its corresponding
Block Table (BT)) also provides one-to-one mapping
between virtual blocks and physical blocks to improve the
flash-memory space utilization, compared to NFTL.

In the design, each physical block is divided into
� segments ð� � 1Þ and each segment is of � contiguous
frames ð� � 1Þ. The mapping of a cluster to a segment of a
physical block is done by the Cluster Table (CT). However,
which frame of the corresponding segment is mapped by a
cluster is done by a linear search. The mapping of an LBA
and a valid page of the corresponding replacement block
under NFTL is also done by a linear search to save NFTL
table storage. Compared to NFTL, the � value limits the
linear search time (of a cluster in a segment) in address
translation under CNFTL. Each frame is composed of

� pages, where � � 1. The size of a frame is equal to that
of a cluster (� ¼ �=�, where � is the number of sectors per
page). The sizes of these four units are set at the time while
flash memory is formatted and cannot be changed until the
next formatting time. Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship
among cluster, region, segment, and frame, where the
page’s size is equal to the sector’s and � ¼ 4, � ¼ 4, � ¼ 2,
and � ¼ 4, respectively.

To have CNFTL function well, dedicated tables must be
introduced. As mentioned above, the CT keeps the mapping
from clusters to segments. The BT maintains the mapping
from virtual to physical blocks. Both mappings are one-to-
one and onto and could be changed over time. With the Free
Segment Table (FST), the searching time for a free frame in a
region could be greatly reduced. The Block Status Table (BST)
is used to record the status of each physical block in flash
memory, such as “free,” “used,” and “reserved.” With the
BST, CNFTL can find free physical blocks rapidly and avoid
using bad physical blocks.

Cluster is the basic read/write operation unit in CNFTL.
A read operation proceeds as follows: First, CNFTL finds
the segment where the requested cluster resides by looking
up the CT and the BT. Then, it searches throughout the
segment for the frame that contains the valid data of the
requested cluster. Finally, CNFTL could read the required
data from the frame. A write operation proceeds as follows:
First, CNFTL obsoletes the frame which contains the old
version, if any, of the requested cluster. Then, it allocates a
free frame from the segment by looking up the FST. A
sequential search for a free frame might be initiated in the
same region if the segment has no free frame. Finally,
CNFTL could write data to the free frame. These operations
are discussed in detail in Section 3.3.

Before further discussing the proposed mechanism,
some symbols should be defined first. These symbols are
introduced for clarity and are listed in Table 2. The first
three symbols are hardware parameters of flash memory,
which are constants. The next four symbols are system
parameters and could be configured at the time when flash
memory is formatted. Note that 	 is not for the performance
consideration in address translation. Instead, it is used to
determine the proper number of spare free physical blocks
for reliability considerations. In summary, only three
parameters, �, �, and �, are used to have trade-off between
performance and table storage under CNFTL. � is to
determine a proper access size of a read/write operation.
Compared to NFTL, � limits the linear search time (of an
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Fig. 2. The relationship among regions, segments, frames, and clusters.

TABLE 2
Symbol Definitions
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LBA/cluster in a segment) in address translation, and �
manages the candidate space/overhead in garbage collec-
tion. The values of the last five symbols could be derived
from the values of the above-defined symbols.

3.2 A CNFTL Framework

3.2.1 Cluster, Region, Segment, and Frame

In CNFTL, the major management unit in the logical space
is the cluster. Suppose a cluster is made up of � sectors, the
total number of clusters, represented as 
, in the logical
space could be derived from !� bð�� �Þ=�c, where !, �, �,
and � are the total number of virtual blocks, the number of
pages per block, the number of sectors per page, and the
number of sectors per cluster, respectively. Each cluster in
the logical space is identified by “cluster number,” ranging
from 0 to 
� 1. The corresponding cluster number for a
sector can be determined from its LBA by

ClusterNumber ¼ bLBA=�c: ð1Þ

In the virtual space, flash memory is conceptually divided
into � regions, each of which is identified by “region
number,” ranging from 0 to �� 1. Each region consists of
� virtual blocks, each of which is identified by “virtual block
number,” ranging from 0 to � � 1. CNFTL dynamically
assigns, on demand, a physical block to a virtual block.
Each physical block in flash memory is indexed by “physical
block number,” ranging from 0 to � � 1. After being assigned,
the physical block cannot be assigned to any other virtual
block until it is erased.2

Since physical blocks might be worn out after a fixed
number of erasures, for fault tolerance concerns, the total
number of physical blocks that CNFTL can actually use might
be less than �. A fixed number of spare free physical blocks,
denoted as 	, is reserved to store data copied from bad blocks.
	 should be set such that ð� � 	Þmod � ¼ 0 so as to have blocks
evenly partitioned among regions. In other words, the initial
number of spare free physical blocks the system maintained
should be equal to 	. In CNFTL, 	 can only be configured at
the time when flash memory is formatted. The total number of
virtual blocks ! is set as � � 	.

Each physical block is further divided into � segments.
Since a region contains � virtual blocks, there are � � �
segments in a region. Each segment in a region is identified
from “segment number,” ranging from 0 to � � �� 1. The
virtual block in the region a segment belongs to can be
identified from its “segment number”:

V irtualBlockNumber ¼ bSegmentNumber=�c: ð2Þ

Each segment consists of � frames and each frame consists
of � pages. The sizes of a frame and a cluster must be the
same. It means a segment can store � clusters.

3.2.2 Cluster Table, Block Table, Free Segment Table,

and Block Status Table

The CT maintains in which segment each cluster resides
and is indexed by cluster number. Although a specific
segment must be identified by the combination of the region

number and the segment number, keeping the segment
number is enough for CNFTL. This is because the
corresponding region number can be calculated from its
cluster number by

RegionNumber ¼ ClusterNumbermod �: ð3Þ

The virtual block number of a segment number is derived
by (2). The mapping from virtual blocks to physical blocks
is maintained in the BT, which is a two-dimensional table.
The first dimension is indexed by the region number and
the second dimension is indexed by the virtual block
number. Each entry in BT records the physical block
number of the physical block which is assigned to the
corresponding virtual block. For each region, the FST
records the segment number of a segment which contains
at least one free frame and FST is indexed by the region
number. Every physical block in flash memory has its own
status (“free,” “used,” and “reserved”), which is recorded in
the BST. Status “free” means that the physical block is
available to be assigned to a virtual block of any region.
Status “used” indicates that the physical block has already
been assigned to a virtual block. Status “reserved” suggests
that the physical block is either a bad physical block or used
for other purposes.

When CNFTL is required to find a sector through an
LBA, it first translates the given LBA to the cluster number
by (1). With this cluster number, the corresponding segment
number and region number can be obtained. The segment
number is looked up in CT and the region number is
calculated from (3). CNFTL then determines, by (2), in
which virtual block in the region the segment resides. After
getting the region number and the virtual block number,
CNFTL searches for the corresponding physical block
number in BT . Finally, CNFTL searches the segment
sequentially for the requested sector.

Fig. 3 illustrates how CNFTL finds the corresponding
segment through an LBA. Suppose � ¼ 4, � ¼ 512, � ¼ 2,
and CNFTL is required to find the cluster which contains
the sector with LBA 2,093. The corresponding cluster
number is 523 since b2;093=4c ¼ 523. Then, CT is referenced
to find in which segment Cluster 523 resides. As shown in
the figure, CT ½523� ¼ 7; meanwhile, the region number is 11
(523 mod 512 ¼ 11) and the virtual block number is 3
(b7=2c). By looking up BT ½11�½3�, the location where the
requested sector resides in (i.e., Physical Block 73) is
obtained. Since 7 mod 2 ¼ 1, the sector can be found in
Segment 1 of Physical Block 73 in flash memory.
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2. All issues about erasing a physical block during garbage collection are
discussed in detail in Section 3.3.4.
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3.2.3 Main-Memory Space Requirements

With the notions of cluster, segment, and region, the
required main-memory usage of CNFTL is quite small
compared with that of page-level address mapping. The
main-memory space requirements of CNFTL are dominated
by the tables mentioned in Section 3.2.2, namely, CT , BT ,
FST , and BST . This section discusses the size of these
tables. To facilitate the following discussion,  is defined as
the number of segments per region, which is equal to � � �.

For CT , ðblogc þ 1Þ bits are needed for each cluster to
record in which segment it resides. Note that a nonexisting
cluster in CNFTL is marked by setting all of the bits of its
corresponding entry to “1.” Hence, the size of CT can be
calculated by

SizeOfCT ¼ 
� ðblogc þ 1Þð Þ=8ð Þ bytes;

where 
, as defined in Section 3.2.1, denotes the total
number of clusters in logical space. The last division is used
to transfer the unit from bit to byte. This equation indicates
that the size of CT is impacted by the values to which �, �,
�, and 	 are set.

For BT , ðblog �c þ 1Þ bits are needed for each virtual
block of each region to record its corresponding physical
block number. Note that any virtual block of a region that
has not been assigned a physical block is marked by setting
all of the bits of this virtual block’s corresponding entry to
“1.” Hence, the size of BT can be calculated by

SizeOfBT ¼ !� ðblog �c þ 1Þð Þ=8ð Þ bytes:

This equation indicates that the size of BT is impacted by
the value to which 	 is set.

For FST , dloge bits are needed for each region to record
which segment has any free frame. Hence, the size of FST
can be calculated by

SizeOfFST ¼ �� dlogeð Þ=8ð Þ bytes:

This equation indicates that the size of FST is impacted by
the values to which �, �, �, and 	 are set.

For BST , only 2 bits are needed for each physical block
to record its status (“free,” “used,” and “reserved”). Hence,
the size of BST can be calculated by

SizeOfBST ¼ ð2� �Þ=8ð Þ bytes:

The main-memory space requirements of the tables could
be shown by the following example: Let � ¼ 4, � ¼ 4, � ¼ 16,
	 ¼ 16 and the size of flash memory be 512 Mbytes. Based on
equations shown in the previous sections, ! ¼ 32;752,

 ¼ 262;016, � ¼ 2;047, and  ¼ 32. The main-memory space
requirements of the tables are SizeOfCT ¼ 196;512 bytes,
SizeOfBT ¼ 65;504 bytes, SizeOfFST ¼ 1;280 bytes, and
SizeOfBST ¼ 8;192 bytes. The total main-memory space
requirement under the CNFTL is about 271 Kbytes,
compared with 128 Kbytes for block-level address mapping
and 3 Mbytes for page-level address mapping.

3.3 Operations

3.3.1 Processing of One Request

This section describes basic operations in CNFTL, including
ReadOneCluster, WriteOneCluster, and GarbageCollection.

Procedure 1 shows how CNFTL processes a request. When
a request arrives, CNFTL first determines StartCN and
EndCN (Steps 1-2), where StartCN and EndCN are the
cluster numbers of the first and the last requested clusters.
CNFTL then checks the type of the request. If the request
type is “READ,” CNFTL reads one cluster at a time until all
needed clusters are read from flash memory (Steps 4-6).
During each iteration, ReadOneCluster is invoked to read
Cluster CN (Step 5). Otherwise, the request type must be
“WRITE” and CNFTL writes a cluster at a time until all
clusters in question are written to flash memory (Steps 8-
10). Similarly, WriteOneCluster is invoked to write Cluster
CN (Step 9) during each iteration. GarbageCollection is
invoked internally when extra free space is required and is
discussed in Section 3.3.4.

Procedure 1 ProcessingOneRequestðReqÞ
1: StartCN ( Req:StartLBA=�

2: EndCN ( ðReq:StartLBAþReq:Length� 1Þ=�
3: if Req:Type ¼ READ then

4: for CN ¼ StartCN to EndCN do

5: ReadOneClusterðCNÞ
6: end for

7: else fReq:Type ¼WRITEg
8: for CN ¼ StartCN to EndCN do

9: WriteOneClusterðCNÞ
10: end for

11: end if

3.3.2 Reading of One Cluster

The procedure ReadOneCluster is illustrated in Procedure 2.
Input CN is the cluster number indicating the cluster which
CNFTL wants to read. CNFTL first looks up CT to get the
corresponding segment number SN (Step 1). If SN is equal
to �1, it means that Cluster CN has not yet been written to
flash memory and CNFTL returns all 0s (Step 3). Otherwise,
CNFTL tries to find the valid data of Cluster CN and reads
them from flash memory (Steps 5-18). In finding the valid
data of Cluster CN, CNFTL first determines the physical
address area where Cluster CN resides (Steps 5-8). Here,
VBN and PBN are the virtual and physical block numbers
of the cluster.

Procedure 2 ReadOneClusterðCNÞ
1: SN ( CT ½CN �
2: if SN ¼ �1 then

3: return all 0s {The read request is failed}
4: else

5: RN ( CN mod �

6: VBN ( bSN=�c
7: PBN ( BT ½RN �½VBN �
8: PN ( ðSN mod �Þ � ’
9: while PN < � do

10: Spare( ReadSpareAreaðPBN;PNÞ
11: if Spare:Status ¼ ‘‘valid’’ ^ Spare:CN ¼ CN then

12: ReadPagesðPBN;PN; �Þ
13: return the read data

14: else

15: PN ( PN þ �
16: end if
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17: end while

18: return all 0s {The read request is failed}

19: end if

CNFTL then searches in Segment SN of Region RN for the
frame containing the valid data of Cluster CN and reads them
from flash memory (Steps 9-17). The spare area of the first
page in a frame is read to check if the frame is “valid” and
assigned to Cluster CN (Steps 10-11). Once the frame has been
found, the data are accessed and returned (Steps 12-13).
Otherwise, CNFTL moves to the next frame (Step 15). If
CNFTL still cannot find the frame which contains the valid
data of Cluster CN after reaching the segment’s boundary, the
read request fails and CNFTL returns all 0s to the requester
(Step 18).

3.3.3 Writing of One Cluster

The procedure WriteOneCluster is shown in Procedure 3.
Input CN is the cluster number indicating the cluster which
CNFTL wants to write. When CNFTL is requested to write
Cluster CN, it first determines the corresponding region
number RN from CN (Step 1). Then, CNFTL tries to find
and obsolete the old version, if any, of Cluster CN (Steps 2-
6). The way to find the old version of Cluster CN is similar to
Procedure 2, except that CNFTL does not read the data in
the frame (Step 4). The old version of Cluster CN is
obsoleted by marking the frame as “invalid” in the spare
area of the first page in the frame (Step 5).

Procedure 3 WriteOneClusterðCNÞ
1: RN ( CN mod �

2: OldSN ( CT ½CN �
3: if OldSN 6¼ �1 then

4: find the valid data for Cluster CN

5: obsolete the valid data

6: end if

7: Phase( 1

8: SN ( FST ½RN�
9: VBN ( bSN=�c

10: PBN ( BT ½RN�½VBN �
11: if PBN ¼ �1 then

12: find a free physical block FreePBN

13: BT ½RN�½VBN � ( FreePBN

14: PBN ( BT ½RN�½VBN �
15: end if

16: PN ( ðSN mod �Þ � ’
17: while PN < � do

18: Spare ¼ ReadSpareAreaðPBN;PNÞ
19: if Spare:status ¼ ‘‘free’’ then

20: WritePagesðPBN;PN; �Þ
21: WriteSpareAreaðPBN;PN;CNÞ
22: CT ½CN� ( SN

23: return SUCCESS

24: else

25: PN ( PN þ �
26: end if

27: end while

28: if Phase ¼ 1 then

29: FindFreeSegmentðRNÞ
30: Phase( Phaseþ 1

31: goto “Step 8”
32: else

33: return FAIL

34: end if

Now, CNFTL needs to find a free frame for writing the
new version of Cluster CN (Steps 7-34). Phase is the flag that
helps CNFTL to determine whether any free frame exists,
which is described later. At first, CNFTL gets the segment
number, i.e., SN , of the segment which might have any free
frame (Steps 8-15). If Virtual Block VBN of Region RN has not
yet been assigned a physical block, CNFTL tries to find a
free physical block and assigns it to Virtual Block VBN of
Region RN (Steps 11-15). Then, CNFTL searches for a free
frame in Segment SN of Region RN and writes the new
version of Cluster CN to the free frame (Steps 16-27). To find
a free frame, CNFTL reads the spare area of the first page in
a frame (Step 18) and checks if it is “free” (Step 19). Once a
free frame is found, CNFTL writes the new version of
Cluster CN to the frame, marks it as the “valid” frame of
Cluster CN, and updates the corresponding entry in CT to
SN (Steps 20-22). If CNFTL still cannot find a free frame
after reaching the segment’s boundary, procedure FindFree-
Segment, which is discussed later, must be invoked to get
free space and then CNFTL tries to write Cluster CN again
(Steps 29-31). If CNFTL still cannot find a free frame after
reaching the segment’s boundary in the second run, the
write request fails (Step 33).

The procedure FindFreeSegment is listed in Procedure 4.
Input RN is the region number indicating the region where
CNFTL wants to find a segment with free frames. CNFTL
first checks if any virtual block in Region RN is not assigned
a physical block (Steps 1-6). Once CNFTL finds one, it sets
the corresponding entry in FST to the segment number of
the first segment in the unassigned virtual block (Step 3)
and then returns (Step 4). If every virtual block in Region RN
has been assigned a physical block, CNFTL begins garbage
collection which is discussed in Section 3.3.4 (Step 7). After
garbage collection, CNFTL can get Virtual Block VBN of Region
RN which has at least one free frame in Region RN. Then,
CNFTL finds which segment in Virtual Block VBN contains a
free frame and sets the corresponding entry in FST to the
segment number of the found segment (Steps 9-15).

Procedure 4 FindFreeSegmentðRNÞ
1: for V BN ¼ 0 to � � 1 do

2: if BT ½RN�½VBN � ¼ �1 then

3: FST ½RN � ( �� VBN
4: return

5: end if

6: end for

7: VBN ( GarbageCollectionðRNÞ
8: SN ( �� VBN
9: for i ¼ 1 to � do

10: if Segment SN of Region RN has at least one free

frame then

11: FST ½RN � ( SN

12: return

13: end if

14: SN ( SN þ 1

15: end for
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3.3.4 Garbage Collection

Garbage collection begins when a write request could not
find a segment with any free frame in the corresponding
region. Such a condition is detected by both failures in the
searching of a free frame in the segment recorded by the
FST (Steps 17-27 in Procedure 3) and in the seeking of any
virtual block without physical block assignment (Steps 1-6
in Procedure 4).

The procedure GarbageCollection is shown in Procedure 5.
Input RN is the region number indicating the region which
needs garbage collection. First, CNFTL has to select a block
to begin garbage collection (Step 1). There are a number of
selection policies that can be used in garbage collection for
CNFTL, such as [7], [8], [13]. Different selection policies
result in different performances. However, the comparison
among these policies is out of the scope of this paper.

Procedure 5 GarbageCollectionðRNÞ
1: select Virtual Block VBN of Region RN to do garbage

collection

2: ErasePBN ( BT ½RN�½VBN �
3: find a free physical block FreePBN

4: DPN ¼ 0

5: for SPN ¼ 0 to �� 1 do

6: Spare ¼ ReadSpareAreaðPBN; SPNÞ
7: if Spare:Status ¼ ‘‘valid’’ then

8: ReadPagesðErasePBN; SPN; �Þ
9: WritePagesðFreePBN;DPN; �Þ

10: CT ½Spare:CN � ( V BN � �þ bDPN=’c
11: DPN ( DPN þ 1

12: end if

13: end for

14: EraseBlockðErasePBNÞ
15: BST ½ErasePBN � ( ‘‘free’’

16: BST ½FreePBN� ( ‘‘used’’

17: BT ½RN �½VBN � ( FreePBN

18: return V BN

Suppose Virtual Block VBN of Region RN is selected for
garbage collection; CNFTL could determine its correspond-
ing physical block number ErasePBN by looking up BT
(Step 2). Since the data in the block are lost after erasure,
CNFTL must find a free physical block and, before erasure,
sequentially copy valid data from Physical Block ErasePBN to
the free physical block (Steps 3-13). While copying valid data,
the corresponding entries in CT also need to be updated (Step
10). After copying, CNFTL erases Physical Block ErasePBN and
updates corresponding entries of BST and BT (Steps 14-17).
Finally, CNFTL returns VBN (Step 18).

4 IMPLEMENTATION REMARKS

CNFTL was implemented in the Memory Technology
Devices (MTD) subsystem3 of Linux.4 The MTD subsystem

is divided into the MTD driver module and the MTD user
module, as shown in Fig. 4. The MTD driver module

provides raw read/write/erase operations to physical
memory devices for the MTD user module and the MTD
user module is a high-level interface for the file system.

CNFTL shall be implemented as an MTD user module due
to its design goals.

The adopted implementation platform is an SMDK2410

(Samsung MCU Development Kit) development board
whose microprocessor is S3C2410X. S3C2410X is a 16/32-bit
RISC microprocessor using ARM920T core. SMDK2410 is

comprised of a 1 Mbyte onboard NOR flash memory and a
SmartMedia card5 (SM card) slot. SM card is a kind of

NAND flash memory without any controller, i.e., CNFTL
can control SM card directly. Due to the space limitation of
the onboard NOR flash memory, SMDK2410 boots from the

SM card in the implementation. The SM card adopted is
64 Mbytes in capacity and is partitioned into 4 Mbytes (for

boot images and referred to as the boot partition) and
60 Mbytes (for data storage and referred to as the data

partition). Only the data partition is controlled by CNFTL in
the implementation.

Fig. 5 illustrates the data layout of a page. Spare area is
used for page information and data area is used for data. In

the implementation, there are an ECC code field, a status

field, a cluster number field, and an erase count field in spare

area. The ECC code field records the ECC code of the data in
the data area, where ECC code is used to detect/correct
errors of the data from which the ECC code is derived. The

status field records the status (free/valid/invalid) of the
frame in which this page resides. The eighth byte of spare

area is reserved. The cluster number field records the cluster
number of the cluster to which the data in the data area
belongs. The erase count field records the erase count of the

physical block in which this page resides. The ECC code is
recorded in the spare area of every page. The status and the

cluster number of each frame are recorded in the spare area
of the frame’s first page because a cluster is the basic read/
write unit. The erase count of each physical block is

recorded in the spare area of the physical block’s first page.
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Fig. 4. An MTD subsystem architecture.

Fig. 5. The data layout of a page.
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Similarly to the implementation of NFTL in the MTD
subsystem, the implementation of CNFTL also has the media
header block and the spare media header block for system
recognition and bad-block management. The media header
block and the spare media header block have the same contents
(for fault tolerance concern) and are filled in at formatting
time. Since the content of a defective bit in flash memory
might turn from “1” to “0,” the data in the media header
block should be OR-ed with the data in the spare header
block to reduce the probability of false information. Note
that the format of the media header block in CNFTL is
somewhat different from that in NFTL due to their
dissimilar frameworks. Fig. 6 represents the data layout of
the media header block. The media header block is
composed of “media header” and “bad BT.” Information
in the media header is required at mounting time: The
CNFTL tag field indicates that the partition is managed by
CNFTL. The PBs field stores the number of physical blocks
contained in the partition. The FirstPBN field records the
starting physical block number (i.e., the physical block
number of the first physical block) which CNFTL can use;6

The 11th and 12th bytes store the values of � and �. The
13th and 14th bytes together store the value of �. In the bad
BT, each physical block in the partition has 1 byte to
indicate whether this block is “good” or “bad.” At
mounting time, CNFTL first locates the media header block
and the spare media header block by searching for the blocks
beginning with “CNFTL tag.” If no such block is found, the
partition cannot be managed by CNFTL. If the blocks are
found, CNFTL gets the rest of the information from the
media header and scans the “bad BT” to mark bad physical
blocks as “reserved” in BST. The “reserved” physical blocks
cannot be used by CNFTL.

Since block-oriented devices can only handle one request
at a time, requests from the file system are first inserted into
their respective request queue, waiting to be processed. In the
implementation, because flash memory is emulated as a
block-oriented device, the same mechanism is also con-
structed. The size of the space a request accesses is fixed for
a block-oriented device and is usually smaller than the
cluster’s size. When a request arrives, CNFTL would read/
write a cluster from/to flash memory. It is observed that
read/write overhead arose in CNFTL since the requested
data are just a portion of a cluster. To reduce such overhead,
the cluster buffer, which is occupied in main memory, is
introduced for CNFTL. The size of the cluster buffer is the
same as that of a cluster.

Data read from flash memory are first captured in the
cluster buffer. With the cluster buffer, the overhead of bulk
reading could be reduced. If a write request wants to
partially update an existing cluster, the data of that cluster
are first copied to the cluster buffer and update is
performed in the cluster buffer. Otherwise, the data are
written to the cluster buffer straightforwardly. The data in
the cluster buffer would not be written to flash memory
until the target cluster of a write request changed. Astute
readers might point out that, if the cluster’s size becomes
larger, unnecessary writes to pages would increase, even if
the notion of the cluster buffer is introduced. A simple trick
is used to relieve this problem: If the content of some page
in the cluster buffer is filled with “0xff,” the page will not be
written to flash memory.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Performance Metrics and Experiment Setup

This section evaluates the performance differences of
CNFTL with different configurations and another popular
approach, NFTL [3], under a trace-driven simulation, where
NFTL is one of the most well-known and widely adopted
implementations of flash translation layer. The performance
of flash translation layer was evaluated by data-access
throughput. Since the data-access throughput was domi-
nated by required read/write/erase operations, the number
of these required operations was adopted as performance
metrics. Under different settings of the cluster size, the
region size, and the segment size for CNFTL, the impacts on
the performance were explored and performances of
CNFTL and NFTL are compared.

The trace of data access for performance evaluation was
collected over a hard disk of a mobile PC with a 20 Gbyte
hard disk, a 384 Mbyte RAM, and an Intel Pentium III
800 MHz processor [5]. The operating system was Windows
XP and the hard disk was formatted as NTFS. Traces were
collected by inserting an intermediate filter driver into the
kernel and the duration for trace collecting was one month.
The workload of the mobile PC in accessing the hard disk
corresponded to the daily use of many people, i.e., Web
surfing, e-mail sending/receiving, movie playing and
downloading, document typesetting, and gaming.

In the experiments, a 64 Mbyte NAND flash memory with
32 pages per block and 512 bytes per page was emulated. The
number of the spare free physical blocks was set to 16
ð	 ¼ 16Þ. In other words, the logical space of the flash memory
was comprised of 130,560 sectors. Let the sizes of a page and a
sector be the same. The number of blocks per region, i.e., �,
was set to an adequate value so that ð� � 	Þmod � ¼ 0. To
emulate a flash memory storage system with its logical space
equal to 130,560 sectors, in the trace, only the read/write
operations accessing LBAs within a range of 130,560 sectors
were extracted.

Suppose the number of frames with valid data was  and
the total number of clusters was 
; the utilization was
defined as  =
. Fig. 7 shows the utilization variation of the
trace. The X-axis is cumulative and is the number of sectors
the file system requested to write. The Y-axis is the
utilization. The utilization kept increasing as long as new
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Fig. 6. The data layout of the media header block.

6. Those physical blocks, such as the media header block, the spare
media header block, bad blocks, and boot blocks, cannot be used by CNFTL.
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data were written to flash memory. If the write request was

just to update previously written data, the utilization stayed

unchanged. As shown in Fig. 7, the slope of utilization

variation smoothed after writing 160,000 sectors and the

maximum utilization was 70.83 percent.

5.2 CNFTL, NFTL, and Page-Level Mapping

5.2.1 The Impacts of the Cluster Size

The first experiment was to compare the performance

differences between CNFTL under various cluster size settings

and NFTL. To avoid disturbance, the settings of the segment

size � and the region size � were fixed for CNFTL. In this

experiment, � ¼ 2 and � ¼ 8, while the cluster size � ranged

from 1 to 16 sectors. Fig. 8 illustrates the cumulated number

of written pages due to sustained write requests for CNFTL

under various cluster sizes and for NFTL. For CNFTL,

when the cluster size became larger, CNFTL needed to

write more pages to flash memory. This was because that

cluster was the basic write operation unit in CNFTL and the

larger cluster induced extra page writes. For NFTL, since its

basic write operation unit was page, NFTL wrote fewer

pages than most configurations of CNFTL did. Both CNFTL

and NFTL had to write management information to the
spare area for keeping track of the written data. CNFTL
wrote management information to the spare area of the first
page in the frame after cluster data was written or before it
was updated. For a fixed amount of data requested for
write, the required number of write operations for CNFTL
increased when the cluster size became smaller, as shown in
Fig. 9. The results shown in Fig. 9 were quite different from
those in Fig. 8 because of extra writes to spare areas.

Fig. 10 shows the number of blocks being erased due to
sustained write requests for CNFTL under various cluster
sizes and for NFTL. As the cluster size became larger, a
region would rapidly run out of its free pages. As a result,
the number of blocks erased due to sustained write requests
increased with the cluster size. Although enlarging the
cluster size increased the number of erase operations, it also
reduced the number of write operations. Since both erase
operations and write operations affected the write perfor-
mance, setting the cluster size too large or too small could
negatively affect the write performance, as illustrated in
Fig. 11. To reduce main-memory requirement, NFTL
introduced extra page reads to find the page for a write
request. As a result, write response times of NFTL for
sustained write requests depended not only on numbers of
erase operations and write operations but also on the
number of extra page reads. It was the reason why the write
performance of NFTL was not as good as expected,
compared to those in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. Fig. 12 shows the
corresponding write throughput of CNFTL under various
cluster sizes and NFTL. The main-memory space require-
ments required by CNFTL under various cluster sizes and
NFTL are illustrated in Fig. 13. When the cluster size was
enlarged, the sizes of CT and FST reduced and the main-
memory space required by CNFTL shrank as well.
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Fig. 7. The utilization of the logical space after writing various numbers

of sectors.

Fig. 8. The number of written pages under various cluster sizes.

Fig. 9. The number of write operations under various cluster sizes.

Fig. 10. The number of erased blocks under various cluster sizes.

Fig. 11. The write response time under various cluster sizes.
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5.2.2 The Impacts of the Region Size

The second experiment evaluates the impacts of different
region size settings for CNFTL. Similarly, the settings of the
cluster size � and the segment size � were fixed to avoid
disturbance. In this experiment, � ¼ 2 and � ¼ 2, while the
region size � ranged from 1 to 16 blocks. Fig. 14 shows the
number of blocks being erased due to sustained write
requests for CNFTL under various region sizes and for
NFTL. For CNFTL, when the region size became larger, the
time when a region ran out of its free space would be
postponed. More valid clusters in the region would turn
into invalid ones before garbage collection was invoked.
Thus, the number of free clusters obtained from garbage
collection in the region would increase. For this reason, the
time of the next garbage collection for the region would be
postponed further and such circumstances would repeat. In
other words, when the region size got larger, the time
interval between every two consecutive garbage collections
for a region would be prolonged and the number of blocks
being erased for a region would decrease. As shown in
Fig. 14, the number of erased blocks decreased as the region
size was enlarged.

While the number of erased blocks decreased, the
number of valid-data copying during garbage collection
decreased as well. Therefore, the total number of write
operations was reduced when the region size increased, as
shown in Fig. 15. To have a concrete idea about the impact
of different region sizes for CNFTL over the write
performance, Fig. 16 compares the write throughput of
CNFTL under various region sizes and NFTL. Fig. 17
illustrates the main-memory space requirements for CNFTL
under various region sizes and for NFTL. Enlarging the
region size can diminish the size of the FST but raise the
size of the CT. Unfortunately, the amount of size that FST

diminished was less than the amount of size that CT

increased. Although enlarging the region size could achieve
better performance, it raised the main-memory space
requirements.

5.2.3 The Impacts of the Segment Size

The third experiment evaluates the performance differences
for CNFTL under various segment size settings and for NFTL.
To avoid disturbance, the settings of the cluster size � and the
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Fig. 12. The write throughput under various cluster sizes.

Fig. 13. The main-memory space requirements under various cluster

sizes.

Fig. 14. The number of erased blocks under various region sizes.

Fig. 15. The number of write operations under various region sizes.

Fig. 16. The write throughput under various region sizes.

Fig. 17. The main-memory space requirements under various region

sizes.
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region size � were fixed for CNFTL. In this experiment,
� ¼ 2 and � ¼ 8, while the segment size � ranged from 1 to
16 frames. Regarding the write performance, changing the
segment size only affected the number of read operations
on spare areas. When CNFTL needed to find a cluster, it
first looked up the CT to determine in which segment the
cluster resides and then sequentially searched every frame
in the segment until the frame containing the valid data of
the required cluster was found. If the segment size became
larger, the average number of frames examined increased
before CNFTL found the required cluster. In other words,
the number of the required read operations on spare areas
increased as the segment size was enlarged. Fig. 18 supports
this argument.

Fig. 19 evaluates the overall write performances of
CNFTL under various segment size settings and NFTL via
the write throughput. Compared with the impacts of
different cluster sizes or different region sizes for CNFTL
on write performance, the impact of different segment sizes
for CNFTL on write performance was minor. On the other
hand, the impact of different segment sizes for CNFTL on
read performance was more significant, as shown in Fig. 20.

Although enlarging the segment size deteriorates the read
and write performances, it can reduce the main-memory
space requirements. Both the sizes of the CT and the FST
reduced as the segment size became larger. Fig. 21 illus-
trates the impacts of different segment size settings on the
main-memory space requirements.

5.2.4 Performance Limits

The proposed method aims at providing a trade-off
between the performance in address translation and the
required table storage space. We introduce extra mapping
tables and mapping calculation, compared to that of FTL or
NFTL, to trade the performance with the table storage. The
calculation overhead is fairly limited because it is done by a
few mod, /, or a floor operation. The introduction of extra
tables results in overhead in another way: Since each read/
write operation is of one cluster, different values of � (that
is, the size of a cluster) do introduce different overhead to
the system. When � is large and smaller files are
considered, the throughput of the proposed method will
decrease, in general, because the access size of each
operation is large. In addition to clusters, the introduction
of segments and regions in the proposed method is mainly
for the flexibility in mapping of LBAs and their physical
addresses, where selected bits of LBAs are used to do
address mapping. Compared to NFTL, they are extra
information to speed up address translation, where NFTL
depends on linear scanning of replacement blocks when
LBAs are not found in primary blocks.

Two configurations of CNFTL, called CNFTL-A and
CNFTL-B, were chosen to provide insights in system designs.
The settings of CNFTL-A included� ¼ 2,� ¼ 4, and � ¼ 1;020
and the settings of CNFTL-B included � ¼ 8, � ¼ 4, and
� ¼ 1;020. (Please refer to Table 2 for symbol definitions.) �
was set to 1,020 since the improvement on the write
performance, due to the larger region size, would saturate
when a region contained more than 1,020 blocks. The major
difference between CNFTL-A and CNFTL-B was on the setting
of the cluster size �, where a cluster is the basic read/write
operation unit in CNFTL. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, a large
value for � could reduce the number of extra writes to spare
areas. However, CNFTL might need to read/write more
pages for each read/write request. On the other hand, a small
value for�would result in a better space utilization at the cost
of the increasing in the number of write operations (due to
writes of management information). In this experiment,
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Fig. 18. The number of read operations on spare areas under various

segment sizes.

Fig. 19. The write throughput under various segment sizes.

Fig. 20. The read throughput under various segment sizes.

Fig. 21. The main-memory space requirements under various segment

sizes.
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� was set to 4 because it has advantages in performance and
memory-space overheads.

Fig. 22 contains a performance comparison of NFTL and
the proposed method with two different configurations (i.e.,
CNFTL-A and CNFTL-B) to have more insights. The main-
memory space requirements of CNFTL-A, CNFTL-B, and
NFTL were listed in the legends: The main-memory space
requirements of CNFTL-A, CNFTL-B, and NFTL were
105,580, 28,059, and 13,286 bytes, respectively. The table
storage of CNFTL-A was much more than that of CNFTL-B
because the � value of CNFTL-A was smaller than that of
CNFTL-B. The write throughput of CNFTL-B was better than
that of CNFTL-A because there were a smaller number of
write operations under CNFTL-B (please see Fig. 9 on the
impacts of the cluster size). The throughput gap between
CNFTL-A and CNFTL-B decreased when the number of
cumulative write sectors was more than 200,000 because of
more garbage collection activities due to the occurrences of
more updates (please see statements related to Fig. 7). The
read throughput of CNFTL-A was, in general, better than that
of CNFTL-B because the amount of data requested by read
operations in the trace was often less than the cluster size of
CNFTL-B. As readers might notice, the read throughput of
CNFTL-A was similar to that of CNFTL-B when the number of
sectors read in the trace was between 25,000 and 35,000. We
had some analyses over the trace and found out that the
amount of data requested by read operations tended to be

large during that interval. In general, the write throughput
favored large clusters (with a large � value). The read
throughput was sensitive to the average size of read
operations. Although the main-memory space required by
either CNFTL-A or CNFTL-B was more than that required by
NFTL, their main-memory space requirements seemed
affordable in many implementations.7

Note that CNFTL becomes FTL when each cluster is one
page (i.e., one sector), one segment is one cluster, and there
is only one region (that consists of all blocks). That is, � ¼
� ¼ 1 and � is the total number of blocks (i.e., 	 ¼ 0). In this
way, the table storage of CNFTL will be as huge as that of
FTL, but the address translation performance is the best
among any address translation mechanisms. CNFTL be-
comes another extreme alternative when each cluster
consists of all pages, one segment is one cluster, and there
is only one region (i.e., the cluster). This configuration has
nearly no space need because every LBA is mapped to the
same cluster and a linear search is required to go over the
cluster to find the corresponding page. The address
translation performance is infeasible and the worst because
of the linear search. Such a configuration is worse than
NFTL but needs no table storage. There are trade-offs in
parameter settings based on the needs of the address
translation performance and the table storage. Note that
CNFTL with � over 1,024 is close to CNFTL with one single
region only in the experiments. The setting of � and � has
more impact on the read/write throughput, the table
storage needs, and the number of erased blocks, as
addressed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a CNFTL for the emulation of
block-oriented devices. It provides vendors with better
flexibility in trading the main-memory overhead with the
system performance to fit their best needs. Flexibility in
mapping any LBA to virtually any page in any block on
flash memory is realized. In order to achieve that goal and
to simultaneously manage the main-memory space require-
ments, several mapping tables and LBA calculation
formulas are proposed. The concepts of the virtual space
and related mappings are proposed to achieve these
objectives. The mapping between the logical space and the
virtual space provides flexibility to avoid any cluster being
bound to any specific location in a block. The mapping
between the virtual space and the physical space provides
further flexibility to avoid any block (and its LBAs) being
bound to any physical block. A series of experiments is
conducted to provide insights into configurations of the
proposed method, compared with existing implementa-
tions. CNFTL could be implemented as a user module in the
MTD subsystem or could be directly applied to many types
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Fig. 22. Performance comparisons between CNFTL and NFTL. (a) The

average read throughput. (b) The average write throughput.

7. Flash-memory management is usually carried out by either software
on a host system (e.g., that of SmartMedia and MemoryStick) or firmware of
a flash device (e.g., that of CompactFlash and Disk on Module). Since
hundreds of kilobytes in flash-memory management are often acceptable
for software on a host system, the configurations of CNFTL-A or CNFTL-B can
be adopted. When firmware is adopted for flash-memory management,
configurations with smaller table storage than those of CNFTL-A or CNFTL-B
must be set because there are only few kilobytes available on the
corresponding devices.
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of flash memory, even with sequential write constraints
such as MLC flash memory.

For future research, user access patterns for configurable
FTL designs and implementations will be further explored.
Hot data identification issues in configurable FTL designs
will also be exploited. An integrated FTL design on garbage
collection could be another research direction with good
reward.
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